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Confucius said that the day you enjoy your work, would be the last day you ever worked. Anothe
The above was just a quote until recent times. This quote coupled with various experiences in
This concept will only make sense to you if you are willing to accept what is being said at fa
Work is actually an art. It requires you to use the science but display it like art. Your work
In my previous article ’Career Proofing’ I have already introduced you to my great Service Pro
Now lets take you to any corporate Dude(tte) working in a company. Day in/day out, doing the s
I recently read that a routine life leads to a rut and the only difference between a rut and a
In order to do this, Stop Planning! Yes a corporate consultant saying stop planning. Planning
Planning is out and as Tom Peters would say, Design sells. Taking the same principle a little
Next time you are ’planning’ at work remember if you plan, you are about to recreate disgustin
Once the designing is done you are ready to put it into action. This is critical. If your desi
When you are done on the stage (workplace), you are performing. Perform like no one has ever p
Another thought provoking quote at the end: Work joyfully & peacefully, knowing that right tho
Don’t work today. Design your future! Your last working day was yesterday and yes it is all a
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